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R & A Rules The Royal and Ancient Rules of Golf will govern all competition, except for 
local rules of play and those regarding the Ambrose team format. 

 
Captain The Captain of the team shall be the lowest handicap player. 
 
Ambrose Format On each hole, each member of the team shall hit a tee shot.  The Captain 

then selects one of the tee shots from which to play.  All members of the 
team may then hit from that position.  This procedure is then repeated until 
the ball is holed. 

 
Selected Shot  The position of the selected shot is marked. 
 

Each team member must then place their ball within one club length of the 
marked position, no nearer the hole, and play from that position. 

 
If the selected shot is on the fairway, the fringe of the green, in a hazard, 
bunker or rough (intermediate or regular), the ball must be placed within (1) 
one club length of the selected shot, no nearer the hole, and must remain 
on the fairway, the fringe of the green, in the hazard or rough (intermediate 
or regular):  i.e. if the selected shot is in the rough, the next shot played 
must be from the rough, even allowing for the placement of the ball within 
(1) one club length.   In a sand bunker, the sand may be raked prior to any 
ball being placed. 
 

On the Putting  The position of the selected putt is marked. 
Green Other team members may then place their ball within one putter head 

length of the marked position, no nearer the hole and put from this position. 
   Once the ball is holed out, no further strokes count. 
 
Standing on a  Team members may stand behind one another while hitting a shot  
Extension of line  or when putting. 
Of play 
 
Scorecard The scorecard must show each team member’s handicap.  The scorecard is 

to be signed by the Captain and countersigned by one other team member. 
 
Handicaps This event is played as a gross event, and a handicap event where a fraction 

of the aggregate handicaps is used – 1/8.  Maximum daily handicaps: Men 
36 and Ladies 45. 

 
Countback System Back 9 holes – ½ handicap deducted; if still level last 6 holes – 1/3 handicap; 

if still level last 3 holes – 1/6 handicap; if still level hole by hole from 18th 
back with 1/8 handicap. 

 


